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EVALUATION OF CLINICAL/PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE

MARKING CRITERIA AND GUIDANCE FOR SUPERVISORS

Learning Outcomes

The learning outcomes to be assessed through this piece of work include:

- An advanced and critical understanding of the scientific methods involved in research and evaluation, including the evidence base for psychological therapies, and to have developed the complex skills required to use this understanding in practice through carrying out original research and advanced scholarship.
- A reflective approach to practice and for this to be evident in terms of a high level of self awareness (personal reflection) and an advanced awareness of the perspectives of other individuals, groups and organisations (context reflection).
- An advanced and critical understanding of, and ability to apply, at least four theoretical models on which clinical psychology draws (in particular, behavioural, cognitive, systemic and psychodynamic) and to be able to adapt the theoretical model to work effectively in highly complex and novel contexts occurring throughout the lifespan.
- An ethical approach to the work which demonstrates a high level of professional behaviour, including reliability, responsibility for actions, respect for colleagues, other professionals and service users, openness and an awareness of the limits to competence.
- A high level of competence in assessment, formulation, intervention and evaluation across a range of theoretical models, client groups and organisational contexts and to have the transferable skills to apply these in complex and unique circumstances.
- An advanced level of creative and critical thinking in relation to the development of clinical practice and services as well as the personal and organisational skills to implement, or facilitate the implementation of, these ideas in unique and complex situations.
- A commitment to services and the development of inclusive services which seek to empower service users.
- An advanced ability to communicate with service users and other professionals within services in a manner that helps to build effective partnerships and strong working relationships.
- The capacity to work effectively in multi-professional teams in partnership with other professionals and, when appropriate, to provide leadership, consultation, supervision and training to other staff in the provision of psychologically informed services.
- An advanced capacity to reflect on, manage and respond constructively to the personal and professional pressures and the constraints encountered during the course of training and thereby demonstrate a readiness for practice.
- An approach to learning and development which recognises the need for it to be life-long in order to remain professionally and clinically competent, and the skills necessary to systematically acquire, synthesize and critique complex and detailed bodies of knowledge.

**Marking Criteria**

The Board of Examiners requires a final mark to be expressed as one of the following grades:

- Pass
- Referral
- Fail

Please provide qualitative assessment of the trainee’s ability, as observed on your placement, in each of the ten competencies on the Evaluation of Clinical/Professional Competence (ECC) form as well as providing a rating of pass, referral or fail for each competency, and for the overall placement. These comments will help inform the recommendation that is made to the Board of Examiners.

**Marking Standards for the Grades**

**Pass.** The trainee’s clinical competence is of an acceptable or above standard for their stage in training and with appropriate support and guidance from supervision. They are able to facilitate and maintain a therapeutic alliance with clients, carers, groups and staff. They can select, administer and interpret psychometric and idiosyncratic assessments, including risk assessments. They can develop and use formulations to prepare an action plan and can reformulate in the light of further information. They can make theory-practice links and adapt interventions within differing theoretical models to individual needs. They can conduct appropriate research and use departmental evaluation and auditing procedures. They can design communications (written and oral, formal and informal) that are appropriate to the audience, carry them out in a manner that is both timely and accessible, and monitor their effectiveness. They have an understanding of the organisational setting and work collaboratively with other professionals and colleagues. They demonstrate a range of professional attitudes and behaviour, including an awareness of power and socio-political issues, and the need to practice within the HCPC Code of Conduct and Guidance on Conduct and Ethics for Students. They exhibit an active and continuous commitment to developing self knowledge and self awareness, and they prepare effectively for and engage in the supervision process. With support and guidance from supervision they meet the guidance of the HCPC Standards of Proficiency. They may have some developmental needs but these are not of significant concern.

1 A grade of referral cannot be given for the final placement as this is the final assessment of competencies and all must have been met by this stage.
Referral. The trainee’s clinical competence has failed to reach an acceptable standard for their stage in training despite support and guidance from supervision. They may not have developed helpful therapeutic relationships, or been able to conduct appropriate assessments. They may have struggled to formulate and reformulate or to make theory practice links in interventions, or to adapt them to individual needs. They may not have conducted required research appropriately. Communications may not have been appropriate to the audience, and the trainee may not have worked well with other professionals and colleagues. You may have had some concerns regarding the trainee’s professional attitude or behaviour. The trainee may not have demonstrated sufficient self awareness or may not have engaged adequately in the supervision process. NB This grade cannot be awarded to a final placement as all competencies must have been met by the end of the programme. Any competencies that would have been awarded a referral had it been an earlier placement in the programme must be awarded a fail on this last ECC form and hence the placement given an overall fail mark. All or a proportion of the placement must then be repeated, again without the option of a referral grade. If it is failed again the candidate will have met the criteria for programme fail.

Fail. The trainee’s clinical competence is below an acceptable standard for their stage in training despite support and guidance from supervision. Either the trainee’s conduct has been of significant concern and may have placed service users at risk or been highly unprofessional or unethical and has not improved despite guidance. The supervisor may feel that the trainee’s behaviour means that they are not suitable to practice as a clinical psychologist. Or the trainee’s competence has not improved from a rating of referral on a previous placement.

Guidance

1. The coordinating supervisor should complete the ECC form in consultation with any other supervisors on the placement at the end of each placement (in July of the final placement). Exact deadlines will be provided to the trainee at the beginning of the academic year. These are submission deadlines for the trainee and failure to meet them could result them not passing the placement at that time.

2. In addition, a formative ECC form should be submitted in March/April of the first year to aid the early identification of any areas of difficulty.

3. The following table provides guidance under each competency to be rated on the ECC form to assist supervisors in evaluating the trainee’s clinical competence. This is generic guidance, which should be seen as providing examples rather than exhaustive, and due consideration must also be given to the trainee’s stage in training when rating their competence. Support for coordinating supervisors in making the assessment is available from Trust
Training Co-ordinators (TTCs). In cases of potential placement failure, it is recommended that coordinating supervisors consult with their TTC and/or another senior colleague.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PASS</th>
<th>REFERRAL</th>
<th>FAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Therapeutic Relationships</strong></td>
<td>The trainee demonstrated that they were able to form and facilitate a therapeutic alliance with clients and carers, demonstrating empathy and a respectful attitude. They demonstrated understanding of oppressive practice. They exhibited skills in maintaining rapport and working with challenges within the therapeutic relationship. They have shown an awareness of boundary and termination issues.</td>
<td>The trainee often failed to adequately engage clients in psychological work. They demonstrated a significant lack of understanding of the psychological experience of others. They were often didactic in therapeutic style. They demonstrated a lack of awareness of boundary issues. They failed to demonstrate an understanding of the impact of termination issues in therapy. They often had poor therapeutic relationships with clients, families and carers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Assessment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PASS</th>
<th>REFERRAL</th>
<th>FAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The trainee demonstrated that they were able to conduct appropriate interviews, including taking a detailed history and incorporating observation skills. They demonstrated good use of interpersonal skills to encourage active participation of service users in the assessment process. They were able to plan an assessment in the context of wider information relevant to the problem, and select appropriate assessment procedures. They were able to administer and interpret psychometric, formal and idiosyncratic assessment measures. They were able to conduct an appropriate risk assessment.</td>
<td>The trainee has not developed skills of guiding an assessment interview such that relevant information was missing and/or there was a lack of awareness of what important information is required for assessment and/or they were unable to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information. They often demonstrated a lack of awareness of supporting service users through the assessment process. They struggled to select, administer and interpret assessments despite supervisor guidance. They often failed to notice issues of risk and its importance in assessment.</td>
<td>The trainee has shown a significant lack of development in fundamental assessment such that relevant information was not obtained and procedures were not followed. They repeatedly failed to support service users through the assessment process, undermining them when gathering information. They were unable to adequately select, administer and interpret assessments, despite supervisor guidance. They failed to understand the importance of inclusion of psychometric assessment and its value. They did not demonstrate an awareness of the importance of risk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clinical Formulation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PASS</th>
<th>REFERRAL</th>
<th>FAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The trainee demonstrated that they could use theory in developing a formulation, and use this to develop a coherent action plan and recommendations for others. They were able to reformulate problems and situations in light of further information. They were able to incorporate individual systems and socio-political context in formulations. They were able to use psychological formulations with clients to facilitate their understanding of their experience.</td>
<td>The trainee repeatedly struggled to use theory to understand clients’ presentations and to develop an action plan based on this. They repeatedly struggled to integrate new information into the client’s formulation. They demonstrated a lack of awareness of individual systems and wider socio-political contexts when formulating. They repeatedly struggled to feedback coherent formulations to clients and/or showed a lack of awareness of the importance of formulation in helping clients to gain an understanding of their experience.</td>
<td>The trainee was unable to synthesise information to use formulations to inform interventions. Theoretical knowledge and theory practice links were absent and the socio-political context was not considered. The original formulation was upheld despite contradictory evidence. They consistently demonstrated a lack of awareness of the need for formulation feedback to clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>REFERRAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention</strong></td>
<td>The trainee demonstrated that they have knowledge of the empirical basis of interventions, including knowledge and critical appraisal of relevant literature. They were able to competently carry out the procedures in the action plan. They made theory – practice links and adapted their approach or techniques to the individual needs of clients and carers. They utilised and interpreted appropriate measures and critically assessed the outcome of their work.</td>
<td>The trainee repeatedly struggled to maintain theory practice links during interventions, including carrying out procedures from the action plan when it was not clinically indicated. They often demonstrated limited knowledge of the empirical and theoretical basis to interventions. They demonstrated poor utilisation of measures and/or the use of inappropriate measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Evaluation and Quality Improvement Work</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The trainee demonstrated competence to use research and evaluation skills in clinically related or service activity. They were able to plan and organise data collection. They provided coherent feedback to the service.</td>
<td>The trainee demonstrated a lack of awareness of department evaluation and auditing procedures. They struggled to use research skills to meet service needs. They were disorganised in planning and data collection. They provided incoherent feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and Teaching</td>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>REFERRAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The trainee demonstrated good ability to write timely letters and reports of the work undertaken. Reports were clear, comprehensive and concise, expressed the aims of the intervention clearly and demonstrated adequate and careful outcome assessment. They were able to provide coherent oral reports of work undertaken. They demonstrated good ability to plan and prepare appropriately for both formal and informal teaching (consider the aims, the needs of participants, methods available, and the use of handouts and teaching aids). They facilitated the cooperative engagement of the training group (with use of appropriate language, an awareness of responses from the training group and adaptation of content to a changing process). They monitored the effectiveness of their communication and utilized structured feedback mechanisms, as well as self appraisal.</td>
<td>The trainee’s letters and written reports were frequently poorly structured, imprecise, poorly formulated or late. Oral reports were often muddled, confused and incoherent. The trainee demonstrated a high degree of reluctance to take on teaching/training role despite encouragement. The trainee demonstrated consistently poor planning for informal/formal teaching. The trainee demonstrated a lack of awareness of the effectiveness of their communication in terms of their engagement, and failed to provide the information required for the audience.</td>
<td>The trainee’s oral and written communication either consistently failed to communicate the nature of their assessment, formulation and intervention, or was absent or incomplete despite opportunity and support from the supervisor. The trainee consistently failed to consider the needs of audience or goals of communication in relation to informal/formal teaching resulting in ineffective or inappropriate communication despite guidance. The trainee consistently failed in planning and preparation either due to disorganisation or lack of awareness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Organisational and Inter-Professional Work

**PASS**

The trainee demonstrated their ability to work collaboratively with others (clients/partners/families/carers/colleagues) including using a consultancy model. They contributed to multidisciplinary teams (e.g. meetings, case conferences). They demonstrated an understanding of the organization of the professional setting in which the placement was based and the processes involved in the service delivery systems. They demonstrated an understanding of the interface with other services and agencies, relevant legislation and national planning, and the salient issues for clients and their families/carers (including professional practice guidelines). They demonstrated their ability to work with service users and carers to facilitate their involvement in service planning and delivery.

**REFERRAL**

The trainee demonstrated a poor understanding of the contributions of other professionals. They often struggled to manage differences of professional opinion. The trainee frequently needed prompting to seek the opinion or involvement of other professionals. They demonstrated a lack of awareness of the relevance of the organisational context.

**FAIL**

The trainee demonstrated an inability to consider or value the contribution of other professionals. They were unable to recognise, tolerate or accept differences in opinion. The trainee was unable to recognise when to seek an opinion from/involve other staff. The trainee devalued, dismissed and/or denigrated the experience of partners/families/carers. The trainee did not appreciate the need to understand/make sense of the organisational context (philosophy, channels and routes of communication, roles and functions).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PASS</th>
<th>REFERRAL</th>
<th>FAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional and Ethical Practice</strong></td>
<td>The trainee demonstrated professional attitudes (reliable and responsible, open to learn, exhibiting an ethical framework for all aspects of the work). They managed an appropriate case and workload (took responsibility for this and was prepared to negotiate; were able to prioritise; demonstrated a developing ability to take on and plan work after general discussion; recognised when further consultation was necessary; and requested assistance when in difficulty). They recognized and understood inherent power imbalances and how these may be minimized. They worked effectively with difference and diversity in individuals’ lives. They demonstrated an awareness of professionals’ codes of conduct (including the HCPC code of conduct and guidance on conduct and ethics for students) and of local policies and procedures.</td>
<td>The trainee frequently demonstrated an unprofessional attitude (e.g. often late, unreliable and not always open to learning without reasonable explanation, at times has an unconscientious approach). They often demonstrated an inability to recognise when task is beyond their capacity and did not seek support appropriately. They demonstrated reason for concern regarding their ethical framework. The trainee demonstrated a lack of awareness of codes of conduct and local procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflective Practice</strong></td>
<td>The trainee demonstrated a range of personal development strategies. They showed an awareness of power imbalances and how these impact on others’ lives and effect the work, and of how their own personal history influences their work.</td>
<td>The trainee frequently demonstrated a lack of self awareness in relation to the importance of personal development strategies and/or issues of power imbalance. There was either a lack of understanding of the relevance or an avoidance of thinking about issues for themselves and service users. Or they frequently struggled to distinguish the clients’ needs and their own.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Use of supervision

**PASS**
The trainee demonstrated their ability to understand the roles of both supervisor and supervisee in the supervision process. They prepared for supervision and engaged in the supervisory process. This included asking for access to knowledge and learning, giving and receiving feedback and constructive criticism, and willingness to join in a shared debate, in supervision where there is an emphasis placed on mutual value and respect. They utilised supervision to discuss support issues and needs (including the knowledge and awareness of the boundaries between supervision and personal therapy).

**REFERRAL**
The trainee was often late for supervision and continued this practice even when it was raised. They were consistently poorly prepared for supervision. They regularly demonstrated reluctance to discuss clinical work or be observed. They demonstrated an inability to think outside one theoretical model and were often defensive. They were unable to reflect on how their personal attitude was directing consideration of the clinical work. They experienced significant difficulty in receiving feedback and were often defensive.

**FAIL**
The trainee persistently failed to attend supervision sessions. They were unwilling to discuss clinical work or allow direct or indirect observation. They demonstrated extreme defensiveness or rigid adherence to one theoretical model. They seemed unable to consider that personal attitudes were directing consideration of clinical work. They behaved in an inappropriate or unprofessional way towards the supervisor (see the HCPC guidance on conduct an ethics for students).

4. The overall evaluation made to the course by the coordinating supervisor(s) regarding the trainee’s clinical competence, allows for three choices:
   a. A “Pass” indicates that the trainee has reached a satisfactory level of competence as appropriate to his/her current stage of training. Trainee’s who have been rated “Pass” on every area of competence in section B should be given a “Pass” on the overall evaluation.
   b. A “Referral” indicates that there are more concerns than would be expected at this stage of training about the trainee’s clinical competence, and that these concerns need to be improved upon in future placements for the trainee to be deemed clinically competent. Trainees who have been given a rating of “referral” on one or two of the competencies in section B should be given a “referral” on the overall evaluation. Please see note above with regard to the exception of the final placement.
   c. A “Fail” indicates that the trainee is having a serious and significant amount of difficulty in developing the competencies appropriate to this stage of training. Trainees who have been given a rating of “referral” on three or more competencies in section B, or a “fail” on any one competency, should be given a “fail” on the overall evaluation.

5. Following completion for the form, the trainee should have the opportunity to read it and add their comments on what the supervisor has written. The coordinating supervisor and trainee should then meet to discuss the form and write the feedback that is to be passed to the supervisor on the next placement together.
6. The trainee also completes a practice learning feedback form, placement resource audit and a log book of the work undertaken on placement which are read and signed by the coordinating supervisor.

7. The trainee will then submit the ECC form and the rest of their practice learning documentation to the training programme. The trainee’s line manager will read the ECC form, the log book and the trainee’s feedback forms and, on the basis of this and their knowledge of the trainee and the placement, decide whether they concur with the supervisor’s recommendation. If they do not agree the manager and coordinating supervisor should meet to produce a resolved recommended grade. If they are unable to resolve a grade then the information will be passed to a third assessor, normally a Programme Director.

8. The recommended grade will be presented at the Board of Examiners. In the event of a disagreement between the line manager and the coordinating supervisor, the third assessor’s recommended grade and the relevant information will be presented in order for the Board to make a final decision about clinical competence.

9. Trainees will be informed of the results of their evaluation of clinical competence following the meeting of the Board of Examiners.

10. In the event of a trainee receiving a referral on their Evaluation of Clinical Competence, they will need to demonstrate significant improvement in those competencies on which they were referred on the next placement. This will mean that, for those competencies, they can only receive a fail or pass grade on the next placement. Referral of an Evaluation of Clinical Competence constitutes referral of one assessment.

11. In the event of a trainee receiving a fail on their Evaluation of Clinical Competence, this will constitute failure of one assessment. The trainee’s line manager will recommend a course of remedial action which may involve a repeat of the full placement (i.e. the placement days will be deemed not to have counted to the overall number required), or additional placement days to address particular aspects of competence (partial placement), or specific opportunities to develop particular competencies on the next placement.